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Abstract 

In real time application at present time, Mobile wireless sensor networks (MWSNs) act as a 

major role in that the sensor nodes that are deployed are mobile. When compared with the static 

WSNs, MWSNs are highly versatile and it can be placed in circumstances that lead to fast 

changes in topology. Various sensors, a radio transceiver and microcontroller are contained in 

mobile sensor nodes which is battery powered. The IoT gives prompt access to data identified 

with any gadget with high profitability and effectiveness. This paper aims at effective election of 

cluster head (CH) which rotates the position of the CH over the node with high level of energy 

when comparing with others. The method assumes residual energy, CHs optimum value and 

primary energy to select the subsequent CH set for the network which is appropriate for 

applications of IoT like smart cities, systems and environmental monitoring. The presented 

method outperforms the compared methods in a significant way. 
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1. Introduction 

Internet of Things (IoT) is an environment of associated devices and elements through the 

internet allowing it to retain and send information. It is an imperceptible yet wise network that 

detects, controls and can be modified [1], by utilizing embedded technology to speak with one 

another. The IoT gives prompt access to data identified with any gadget with high profitability 

and effectiveness. Till date, around 5 billion smart devices are as of now associated and by 2020 

around 50 billion devices to be associated. The sum of individuals really imparting may surpass 

the sum of machines/devices associated with it virtually. This will produce tremendous traffic 
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wherever people may turn into the minority of generators and traffic receivers. This gives the 

explanation behind discovering IoT for different study regions due to its difficulties and choices. 

In real time application at present time, Mobile wireless sensor networks (MWSNs) act as a 

major role in that the sensor nodes that are deployed are mobile [2]. When compared with the 

static WSNs, MWSNs are highly versatile and it can be placed in circumstances that lead to fast 

changes in topology. Various sensors, a radio transceiver and microcontroller are contained in 

mobile sensor nodes which is battery powered. The MWSNs can be used in environmental 

monitoring, meteorology, acoustic detection, process monitoring, context aware computing, 

smart spaces, tactical military surveillance, economics, mining, seismic monitoring, health care 

applications, infrastructure protection, undersea navigation, inventory tracking. There exist two 

difficulties in MWSN, environment and hardware. Low-cost requirements and limited battery 

power are the major hardware conditions. That is for microcontrollers, low complexity methods 

are needed, the sensor node in MWSN must be energy efficient and it use only simplex radio. 

The mobility model to describe the movements away/to the sensor nodes, acceleration and 

velocity change over time, and it forecast the upcoming node positions. 

 

In MWSNs, the major natural factors are the common medium and fluctuating topology [3]. The 

mutual medium signifies that channel get to have to be managed here and there. Henceforth, the 

network topology assumes a major role in modeling of routing protocol and likewise chooses the 

transmission path of information packets to achieve the ideal goal. When the sensor nodes on 

versatility, the exhibitions of the network topologies, for example, level/unstructured, chain, tree 

and cluster topologies are insufficient for substantial scale MWSNs. To tackle these sorts of 

problems a hybrid network topology is the best choice for huge scale situations. Moreover, the 

hybrid topology assumes a huge job in information gathering just as the network execution is 

additionally great. Likewise, the routing protocol chooses the effective and dependable 

information transmission path. In this way, this part manages the different sorts of WSN just as 

the plan difficulties, mobile sensor hub design, network topology, portability substance and 

versatility models, and a few routing protocols for MWSNs. 

This paper aims at effective election of cluster head (CH) which rotates the position of the CH 

over the node with high level of energy when comparing with others. The method assumes 
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residual energy, CHs optimum value and primary energy to select the subsequent CH set for the 

network which is appropriate for applications of IoT like smart cities, systems and environmental 

monitoring. The presented method outperforms the compared methods in a significant way. 

2. Related work 

The main issue of IoT is to deal with an extensive number of sensors that would be placed, as far 

as the expense of adjusting and managing [4]. Additionally transforming sensor batteries which 

are as of now situated in the network domain can be a complex activity . For example, in the 

event that a sensor is to be conveyed on a specific creature or animal varieties, it needs the sensor 

battery to outlast the creature that is unquestionably progressively attainable. This prompts 

another vital test which is control the executives. Dependable peer-to-peer data transmission with 

legitimate clog control and low packet misfortune proportion are a portion of the other real issue 

in WSN. 

 

The essential objective of any sensor network is to route the data collected by sensors and 

transfer it to the Base Station. The most straightforward technique to impart data is immediate 

transmission where the nodes need to guide its data to the base station or sink node. Be that as it 

may, if the separation among network and sink is huge, the node will cease to exist rapidly 

because of pointless energy utilization [5]. Clustering algorithm decreases the undesirable power 

utilization in conveying data to BS by gathering the network into clusters. Each cluster is allotted 

a CH that sends data to BS. A critical stage in the clustering algorithm is the CH selection 

procedure that must ensure uniform energy dispersion among the sensor nodes. 

 

LEACH protocol has seriously been changed by researchers to enhance the network execution. 

Specialized researchers are contributing overwhelmingly in improving existing algorithms for 

better execution of the IoT framework. A vitality proficient trust deduction strategy was in for 

WSN-based IoT networks. The plan utilizes hazard system investigation to decrease network 

overhead by determining an ideal number of suggestions. The energy aware method keeps up 

satisfactory security and furthermore decreases the inertness of the network. A time depended 

CH choice is proposed in [6] known as TB-Filter that sets well-circulated clusters and improves 

the lifetime through 20 to 30%. The separation among nodes and BS are assumed for threshold 

based selection of CH enhances lifetime by 10%.  
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Thein et al. in [7] have adjusted the likelihood for the CH selection dependent on the rest of the 

energy of every node. The paper additionally assumes the ideal estimation of CH yet for preset 

rates like 1 and 6. The network lifetime upgrades by 40- 50%. Other selection of CH technique 

for total of data is examined that takes out excess and upgrades the network lifetime. The 

threshold rate is adjusted by assuming a hotness factor which characterizes the general hotness of 

a specific sensor node to that of the network.The selection condition has a target work by means 

of node degree, lingering vitality, distance of intra-cluster, and different ideal CHs. The model 

performs better as far as different network measurements in contrast with different routing 

protocols. PSO-ECHS is talked about in [8], wherever PSO based CH determination is made 

utilizing parameters like node-to-node remove, separation to BS and leftover vitality. Another 

optimization system called Grouped Dark Wolf Search Optimization is utilized in [22] for 

security-mindful CH determination to improve the network lifetime. 

To keep up standards of IoT, researchers have aimed at device energy-saving procedures, for 

example, clustering wherever the CH selection ought to be done sensibly. Different techniques 

for effective selection of CH were [9] examined from the above study that upgrades the network 

execution. Nonetheless, critical parameters like leftover vitality, introductory vitality and an ideal 

number of clusters in the network, have not been considered to the best of our insight for change 

in the threshold esteem for CH determination. 

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

A hierarchical clustering method is represented through a projected protocol which includes two 

phases: steady-state and set-up phase. The sensor nodes are placed in the network in the primary 

phase and segmented into groups that is headed through a CH. Through eliminating the repeated 

bits, the data is combined to minimize the volume. While in steady-state phase, the original data 

routing happens, wherever the gathered data is passed towards base station through the network 

CH.   

 

3.1. Set-up stage: 

The CH and clusters are produced through actual LEACH method for the primary round whereas 

CHs are chosen by (4). Every node within the network spend few sum of energy after data 
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transfer that varies for each node. The power utilization is based on distance that separates the 

receiving and sending nodes denotes as ‘d’. The CH is selected for the subsequent round by 

employing a altered equation  

𝑇(𝑛) = (   
× 𝑘 ; 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑛 𝑈𝐺

0; 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                           (1) 

Let remaining node energy level is 𝐸  and the primarily allocated energy level is 𝐸 . 

𝑘   optimal cluster counts and can be expressed as  

𝑘 = 𝑛
2𝜋 ( )

𝑀                           (2) 

network diameter is denoted as M’ and primary energy given to every node is 𝐸 . 

When the CH for the present round are chosen, it transmit its CH acknowledgement data to its 

member node within the corresponding clusters. The sensing node validate the strength of the 

signal of request message and determine to which CH it needs to merge with. For the member 

nodes the CH transmits the TDMA to transfer the data in various time slots to prevent collision 

of data. For the remaining iterations, the procedure continues until the entire network nodes 

spend the whole energy.  
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of R-LEACH 

 

3.2. Steady-state stage: 

The data transmission towards CH occurs while the time slot is allocated to every node. The 

transmitting node stays active and the other node within the cluster would turn-off the radio to 

conserve energy. The CH would begin to process the data, after the entire nodes completes the 

data transfer. To eliminate the redundancy and to compress the data, the CH gains the data and 

combines it for better bandwidth utilization. In either multi-hop or single-hop communication, 

the CH passes the data towards the BS or sink. The whole process is demonstrates as in Fig. 1. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

The parameters of network are taken as a metric to measure the simulation of the network model 

and are given below. To measure the efficiency of the sensor node data transmission with the 

varying number of nodes in network of MWSN, they are examined through the parameters like 

packets received, network lifetime, residual energy consumption, throughput and network 

stability.    
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Fig. 2. Packets received 

 

Fig. 2 demonstrates the performance of the proposed and other methods in terms of packets 

received. The other methods taken for comparison are MLEACH and LEACH. At the starting 

time, the no. of packets received is 750 for the both the methods such as MLEACH and LEACH 

at time 500s. No of packets received by the projected method is 850 with the projected method. 

When the time is increased by 500s, the same performance is attained by all the methods. The 

projected method attains more or less the same performance with the end of the time.  

 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the performance of the proposed and other methods in terms of network 

lifetime. When the network is deployed with 200 no. of nodes, more or less, all the methods 

attains 500 as network lifetime rate. When the number of nodes decreased by 150, LEACH 

attains 2000 as network lifetime rate. Whereas MLEACH obtains 2500 as network lifetime. The 

proposed method attains 3000 as packet received counts. Similarly, it obtains the result when the 

no. of nodes is decreased by 100. When the no of nodes are decreased by 50, the LEACH gains 

the worst performance than others. The proposed method gives the packet received rate of 8000 

in this case. Thus, the projected method attains the enhanced performance by means of packet 

received.   
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Fig. 3. Network lifetime 

 

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of various methods with the projected method by means of average 

residual energy with the increasing no. of rounds. Both the methods such as LEACH and 

MLEACH attains the more or less the same performance of 0.2 as average residual energy in 200 

no. of rounds. At the no. of nodes at 600, the projected method shows vast difference. The 

average residual energy for the proposed method shows low even through the no. of rounds are 

increased highly. Thus, by means of average residual energy, the proposed method attains the 

enhanced performance.  

 

Fig. 4. Residual energy consumption 
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Fig. 5 shows the comparison of various methods with the projected method by means of 

throughput with the increasing no. of rounds. Both the methods such as LEACH and MLEACH 

attains the more or less the same performance of 0.2 as average residual energy in 200 no. of 

rounds. At the no. of nodes at 600, the projected method shows vast difference. The throughput 

for the proposed method shows high even through the no. of rounds are increased highly. Thus, 

by means of throughput, the proposed method attains the enhanced performance.  

 

Fig. 5. Throughput 

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper has aimed for effective election of CH in IoT based MWSN. Here, the position of the 

CH is rotated over the node with high level of energy when comparing with others. The method 

assumes residual energy, CHs optimum value and primary energy to select the subsequent CH 

set for the network which is appropriate for applications of IoT like smart cities, systems and 

environmental monitoring. The presented method outperforms the compared methods in a 

significant way. 
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